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As for individual room parties
Parisi said As long as you respond
to any disturbance you create
people should be able to relax and to
have good time in Residence Halls
but to consider hat other people
are living there too
Parisi did not convey an real
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to have the Castle declared National Historical
Monument
Ms Frances Lewis vice president of development
and college relations and Dr Edward Gates
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Dr Kenneth Matthews chairmaib of the history
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architecture and design of the Castle and preparing the
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Glenside PA UP The c/ass of
mode the first of what was to
be thousands of treks to the Busi
ness Office No sorry you have
to go to Student Affairs in Sep
tember 1977
After the business was taken
care ofit was time for fun Lennys
discos were exciting especially
under water After the Chat dried
up it was time for the foot-stomp-
ing yee-haw Blue Grass parties
The Chat carpeting was wet
again this time from beer The
newly opened game room had
nice christening of its own right
We did some school work that
year remember Mama Rat
How about the fetal pig Or
Freshman English and the plays at
the Walnut Street Theater Jn
cle Vanya and Travesties
Who knew the balcony was That
high But we became Cu
tured
It was fun living in the dorms
especially after Freshmen skits
were over Where else could you
find something new to wear in
the comfort of your own home
But we werent the only ones liv-
ing in the dorms Dllworth seemed
to have population of tiny crit
ters living on the residents But the
soap was so nice to use
hwfr
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Sophomore year showed the
dorms with some new inhabitants
those small furry rodents the
Dllworth/Thomas rats Maybe
Mama Rat should have been
done in your own room
Besides trying to get rid of the
rats the Beaver Boys were also
busy defending The dorm dam-
sels against those nasty LaSalle
men Alas The end of the panty
raids And who was The laundry
room assailant anyway
The events were always re
corded for posterity through Mike
Kirbys Bits and Pieces did your
parents subscribe if they did
they were also comforted in The
fact That we were so safe on
campus While the Rasher and
the Glenside Rapist were
prowling around security was
smashing jeeps into trees and
buildings Somebody tried to
freeze Them in time remember
the snow-filled jeep
Some new Things happened
that year too The campus
elected its first male president of
SGO at The same time That They
reenacted The Animal House
Toga Party was There connec
tion
After The girls Tennis Team won
The league championship and
The Soccer Team went unde
feated indeed after anyThing
there was always party on the
Spring Garden hail on Kistler First
South Yes Mr Daniels was al
ways present
The wild Garden Parties were
changed to new location when
Heinz went co-ed our Junior year
Even Westminster invaded the
previously all womens dorm as
Heaven moved to Second
North Not everyone was lucky
enough to have dorm room to
live in Men settled for tent on
Dilworth lawn Meanwhile inside
Dilworth the guys were rating the
girls that walked across campus
did they find the perfect 10
Downstairs the Chat was getting
facelift only after Chuck the
Chat buttons became part of
everyones wardrobe
Blake Hall was changing too It
became the Student Activities
Center Then Heinz became the
home of other activities when the
Universal room opened --- and
the biceps began to bulge Is that
why we had two sports cham
pionshis

The changes were never-end-
ing Dean Landman could no
longer let her hair fall for Mr Bea
ver and Miss Jean Francksen re
fired after many years of suc
cessful teaching While the castle
masquerade parties were hop-
ping all night long the newly-re-
paired Murphy clock chimed
away the passing hours
Our Junior year ended with
bang and flame The last
band party of the year ended
when flames shot into the mid-
night sky Dilworth was on fire
Many rooms lounges and hall-
ways were charred Kistler was
immediately transformed into
coed dorm
Surprise surprise were finally
seniors But the beer is not flowing
so smoothly This was the year of
dodging the new alcohol policy
with beer balls and smuggled
kegs What an increase in the
number of private T.G.I.F cock-
tailparties ahy day of the week
Celebrations were held for
many and any reasons Beaver
College celebrated the Phi/lies
World Championship in sea of
beer Easton Roadmoforists were
reminded of the victory by
seemingly endless line of cheering
Beavers who stood along the
Easton Road wall
Linda and Spocks wedding
and cafeteria reception were
more good reasons for celebra
tion At the Halloween party in
Murphy we saw many effects of
the new coed hall why were so
many of Beavers men dressed in
womens clothes Everyone re
covered and even relaxed when
Second West Heinz opened up
coed massage parlor Yes we
knew how to relax
10
Who could ever forget the per-
sonailties that brought us so much
joy What would breakfast have
been like without Dr Hazard whis
tling while sitting at the next ta
bIe Or Mark Steward playing
football outside in the snow
without shirt Has anyone ever
asked the real Director of Stu
dent Affairs to stand up you
know the real Gale Whats-her-
name
What would day have been
ilke without finding the Business
Office closed getting yelled at
by Tom in the Chat hearing Birds
announcements at lunch seeing
Benny with another girl getting
attacked by Randy or not finding
an article on reserve What will
happen to everyone Will Sen
ator Stein be our next President
Will Yale be his private doctor
Will Joe rebuild the White House
Will Lance tour the pro tennis cir
cuit will he always be Freshman
Orientation Leader
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Despite change some things
wi/I a/ways stay the same There
will always be parking tickets
snowstorms the Annual Bea
ver/Spring Garden Football
game Christmas decorations
the castle lawn in the winter in
the spring Dr Hazards office
Camp Akiba flushing Dr John-
stons parties Soc 269 gym
credit HoJos Beaver Beach
senior thesis formafin art portfo
1105 and finals And there will al
ways be parties C/ass of 81
This ones for you
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stitutiot By Paula Oram
sidered This semester five new
surrow teachers have been added toComm the Fine Arts Department
electioi Each teacher was happy to
Lhat al talk about their art career
have aand lifestyle brief in-
to each professor
tomorr fol lows
Studen Verna Prentice
th II
irt
Anima1
with excellent tear-
rtunitles in the area
tic research While
facilities of the
hia Zoo the students
serve the social
of an individually
roup of mammals or
incorporate this into
ual research project
this Winterim and
years thereafter tb
techniques The procedure in
the manual explains how to do
quantified statistical corn-
parison between animals in
social group and co
sequently assures everyone
resutls on which reprot
be based Library
techniques and app
scientific writing
also be covered in
that eaih tIIf4nt
History Hon
Beaver College will host the
Eastern Pennsylvania Regional
Conference of Phi Alpha Theta the
International History Honorary
Society on Saturday February
18th The purpose of this conference
which will be attended by faculty
and students from 29 colleges and
universities will be to hear student
oapers
The activities of the morning
session will be open only to Society
members however the afternoon
session is open to all interested
Beaver students The afternoon
tivities include Mr Lloyd
beryl Baisden
Popular Culture
The Saga of Liii
100 ifl the Little
Theatre and students paper
presentations which begin at
200 in
various rooms in Boyer Hall During
this session two Beaver students will
present their papers Senior Lisa
Wasser will present paper entitled
Jews Americans and the
Holocaust The problems of
American Jews 1942-1943 and
Raghvendra Chauhan junior will
discuss Kautalya and Machiavelli
Students are encouraged to attend
the conference interested students
should contact Dr Gerald Belcher
not lecture in economics
The program was mini-seminar
that featured three top executives
from three banking institutions who
clarified various bank services
loans and interests accounts Long
goals were
goal may
iffered one
erm goals
Lowers task is to assist
students with Job hunting and
resumes obtain letters of
recommendations and ap
plications and inform students
of what type of jobs are
available with their major
Located in the room next to
Lowers is Career Service
Library through which Lower
will gladly escort students
The I.ihrarv is filled with
numbers for student presentations
For students interested in gaining ng
membership in Phi Alpha Theta the is
Society is open to all un
dergraduates regardless of major
who meet the minimum academic
requirements Students must have
er
had at least three history courses in
ed
which 3.1 grade is attained and
CC
grade point average of at least 3.0
in se
the remainder of their courses The
current Beaver College members he
are Cathy Foedisch Jaci id
Goldrosen Nora ODowd Elizabeth
Close Barbara Vaughan Lisa
Wasser Raj Chauhan Teresa
ODowd Paula Webster Sharon
c-I. .l U11I tO
points that bank may study wi
considering loan applicant
Character of the person Capacily li
pay the loan Capital Collateral am
the conditions of the loan Borrowing
money is like buying car all bank
are not the same in that the interesi
rates may vasciliate from bank
bank
It takes about six months
First during the time that
elapses between schooling an
individuals interests may
change This time may serve
as an opportunity to discover
which specific field suits him
Another important reason is
that very often once one is
employed by company that
company will pay for him to
go back to school
Not all undergraduates
move into graduate school
and not all psychology majors
breed rats to run through
mazes for the rest of their
lives so it is helpful to know
that there are diverse oc
cupations available in each
major field English majors
may pursue career as
writing consultant for
business work in government
services public relations or
publishing Fine arts majors
may enter fields from painting
to publishing to business and
management training
Psychology majors can help
the mentally hatdicapped or
teach Some Beaver psych
majors have gone into law
school
Money Managing for the Beaver Student
BEAVERbanksin thensoredteserve
ided by
Going Going Gone
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ont Be Concerned- Its Just Your Future
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ulting New Blood In Lifelineength
begin with The co-op became
independent within four years
and is now marketing
weavings silkscreen designs
and applique work in Brazil
and abroad The women
became more self-sufficient
financially and received great
satisfaction she added
Ms Campbells interest in
weaving and textile produc
tion stems back to family in-
volvement with crafts She
ceived her BA from Colby
art history an MFA fromBehavior
Glassboro State
Mauros major lie
making and
silkscreen prIm curr
silkscrc
Childr
Washir
will be presented for the
Smithsonian institute
Other projects she is
currently working on are two
exhibitions recently retur
ned from 1/2 week trip to
San Francisco and Los
Angeles was looking at
galleries and workshops and
talking to printers and book-
printers she explained One
exhibit will feature small press
books at the Grolier Club in
New York An exhibition of
contemporary prints will be
Fears Quelled
At Beaverinadon ob
earch isa Sloat
sign struc
By three
mean the print
ofcut and folded
paper he ex
be regiLc
lents ver
inc iav
ollege careei Basically
great
the
ottery
financial
over
the less for-
will someday
the clascrooms
osts Conference
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Deena Michele Grossman
Theatre Arts/English
if you always assume
the man sifting next to you
is the Messiah
waiting for some simple human kindness
You will soon come to weigh your words
and watch your hands
And if he so chooses
not to reveal himseif
in your time
It will not matter
Danny Siegels And God Braided Eves Hair
Janice Beer
Interior Design
Pride in accomplishment is truly its own reward
John Gary
Vivian Grade
Psychology/Special Education
You ore child of the universe no less than the trees
and the stars you have right to be here And whether
or not it is clear to you no doubt The universe is
unfolding as it should
Max Ehrmann
Lisa Broad-Shull
Psychology/Special Education
The key to happiness is having dreams the key to
success is making them come true
Douglas
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Rene Patrice Aldrich
Theatre Arts/English
William Shakespeare
was star danced and under that was born.
Robert Louis Mhute/Ia
Chemistry
After many years of procrastination finally did it with
lot of help especially from Mom Dad and Theresa
Jacque/yn West
Poiltical Science/Sociology
Hobble Bowling professionally Career plans- Aside from
improving my bowling game Id like to become
prominent woman lawyer and also either
councilwoman senator or representative Id personally
like to thank all involved with my accomplishments at
Beaver My days here were fantastic and will always be
an experience Ill never forget
A.T AlOtabi
Busihess Admihistration
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Karen Lynn Walton
Psychology
1-
Susan Chace
Elementary Education/Sociology
There is no failure except in no longer trying
Elbert Hubbard
Tiha Adams
Busihess Admihistra f/on
There is no finer sensation in life than that which comes
with victory over ones self It feels so good to go head-
on into hard wind winning against its power but it
feels Thousand times better to go forward to goal of
inward achievement brushing aside all your old internal
enemies as you advance
-p-
Michelle Johnson
Busihess Administration
To my parents who have given me the Love and
support needed to conquer the challenge of the past
four years p/edge my everlasting Love and respect To
the Friends leave behind Live for today for yesterday is
gone and tomorrow not yet here
Love Laugh Enjoy
Love Yal
24
Christi Hardih
Busihess Administraflon/Honors
For me it is enough to say
That something beautiful passed my way
Ida Catherine Rohif
Denise Roberts
Psycho-Biology
My code of life and conduct is simply this work hard
play to the allowable ilmit disregard equally the good
and bad opinions of others never do friend dirty
trick never grow indignant over anything five the
moment to the utmost of its possibilities and be
satisfied with life always but never with oneself
George Jean Nathan
My buine not
to rcmake mve1L
but to makethe about beet
olwhatCcd made
L2 ki Ift\XI1TIl
Maggie Gab
fine Art/Craphic Degn
Kin1 fickle
fine Art/Craphic Degn
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It is my main concern
ctyrJOI
aLLer
fine arts/painting
to go beyond what
know and what can know
-Eva Hesse
karzen
çtsh
fine arts/photography
honors
/i
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may not winbut cant be thrown out here on my
own
Wendy Appebaum
Psychology
Kinbefley Landham
Chemisfry
Labs Away
28
Sheryl ynn Silverman
Chemistry
Donna Chdef
English
if one advances confidently in the direction of
his dreams and endeavors to live the life which he
has imagined he will meet with success
unexpected in common hous He will put some
things behind will pass an invisible boundary new
universal and more liberal laws will begin to
establish themselves around and within him or the
old laws be expanded and interpreted in his favor
in more liberal sense and he will five with the
license of higher order of beings In proportion as
he simpfies his life the laws of the universe will
appear less complex and solitude will not be
solitudenor poverty poverty nor weakness
weakness If you have built castles in the air your
work need not be lost that is where they should
be Now put the foundations under them
Henry David Thoreau
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Hee Kyung Sin
Biology
Shelley Lynn Byer/y
Sociology/Art
The value of life lies not in the length of days but in the
use we make of them man may five long yet get
little from life Whether you find satisfaction in life
depends not on your tale of years but on your will
-Michel de Montaigne
Every exit is an entrance to somewhere else
We should all be concerned about the future because
we will have to spend the rest of our lives there
Charles Kettering
To Educate your mind is to educate your heart
Lesile Irene Cleghorn
Psychology
Marcie Shore
Elemen tory Education
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Carmella Hoke
English
Lucretia Garrett
Prihtmakihg
Ida Weihgram
Bus/hess Administration
Carol Portman
Psychology
.34
Lynne Janice Weiss
Chemist y/Honors
clara Mae Ph
Business Admihistration
Here is dream worth the dreaming here is view
of The past Here is heavenly voyage that fate
decreed not to last Here is The sweetness of parting
know that you understand
B.B
Melihda Joy Heller
Business Admihistration/Fine Arts
Andrew Burdan
Fihe Arts-Ceramics
The face in the water looks up
And she shakes her head as if to say
That its the last time youll look
like today
Sail away away
Ripples never come back
Go to the other side
Sail away away
GenesisA Trick of The Tail
If did not work
these worlds would perish
..
BhagavadGita
.-
Randy Samuel Stuart
Michael Steh
Business Administration/Theatre Arts
Divinity is
give and take
between unknown particianfs
in which occur
beyond the reach of each alone
yet always happening
dizzy secretness
of relationships
Jane Roberts
Advenlures In ConscIousness 1975
Graphic Design
--
Anita Crane Gross
Art
As CE student believe have gained as an
individual intellectually and socially
Joan Abramson
Psychology
38
Andrea Henry
Biology
Look to this day For it is life the very life of life In its
brief course lie all the verities and realities of your
existence the bliss of growth the glory of action the
splendour of beauty for yesterday is but dream and
tomorrow is only vision but today well-lived makes
every yesterday dream of happiness and every
tomorrow vision of hope Look well therefore to this
day
Fe//cia Barnes
Chemistry
God is the joy and the strength of my life He moves
all pain misery and strife He promised to keep me
never to leave me Hell never ever come short of His
word Ive got to fast and pray Stay in this narrow way
Ive got to keep my life clean every day want to go
with Him when He comes back Ive come too far and Ill
never turn back
Bernard Lopez
Busihess Administration
There is nothing permanent but change
Steven Freedman
Social Studies Secondary Education
40
Lesile Hope Bronfeih
English/Honors/Secondary Education
Donna Maser
Paihtihg
Irige Karo
Psychology
Wendy ee Willans
Elementary Education Early Childhood
Education
42
Donna Rubih
Busihess Administration
Mary Ake Remihg
Art/Music
What iles behind us and what iles before us are tiny
matters compared to what lies within us
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Lihda So/it
Sociology/Honors
Kathleen Bennett
Psychology/Sociology
Computers are a/ways right
But /ife isnt about being Right
John Cage
Since art is virtue of the intellect
it demands to communicate
with the entire universe of the
intellect
Jacques Mar/tam
44
Mrs Michelle Wililams
Poilfical Science/Sociology
Special Thanks To My husband Stephen
Mom
Ga Ga
Joyce
Carolyn
Jackie
Without these special people couldnt have made it
From the point of light within the mind of God
Let llght stream forth into the minds of Men-
Let light descend on earth
From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let Jove stream forth into the hearts of men-
May Christ return to Earth
From The centre where the will of God is known
Let purpose guide the Little wills of men.
The purpose which the Masters know and serve
From the Centre which we call the Race of Man
Let the plan of light and love work out
And may it seal the door where Evil Dwells
Let light and love and power Restore the plan on Earth
Author Unknown
Carolyn Wrhf
Biology/Psychobiology
The Road goes ever on on
Down from the door where if began
Now far ahead the Road has gone
And must follow if can
Pursuing it with eager feet
Until it joins some larger way
Where many paths errands meet
And wither then
cannot say
JR. Tolkein
Rosalihd Smith
Sociology
Vderie Kb/er
Chemistry
Se/ma Soicher Weisbeih
Mathematics
Andy Kossman
Busihess Admiiistration
Suzanne Ward Ray
History
Susan ONeill
History/Art/Honors
48
Nadihe Mhdy Lane
ccounfihg/Busihess dmihistration
A/an Offermann
Mathematics/Computer Science
Charles Bref Marfih
Mathematics/Computer Science
Mark Tucci
Busihess Admihistration/Management
50
Holly Ann Burdick
English
think person is born with the need to dance or make
poem whether tie uses paint clay or fibers
Peggy Fischer
Art
11
Carolyn Wililams
Elemenafary Education
English/Theatre Arts
As continue to achieve my goal in life will forever
look up to God with sincere gratitude in helping me to
follow the right path For it is God which worketh in you
to wiI/ and do of his good pleasure
Deborah Hampton
52
ChrisThe Ann Hiuska
Interior Design
Today want to do things to be doing them not to be
doing something else do not want to do things to sell
myself on myself dont want to do nice things for people
so that willbe nice Idon want to work to make money
want to work to work
Today dont want to ilve for
want to live
My prayer is
will be what will be
And will do what will do All want to do need to do is
stay in rhythmn with myself All want is to do what do and
not to try to do what dont do Just do what do Just keep
pace with mysef Just be what will be
will be what will be -But am now what/am And here
is where will spend my energy need all my energy to be
what am today Today will work in rhythm with myself and
not with what should be And to work in rhythmn with
myself must keep tuned into mysef God revealed his
name to Moses and it was am what am
Hugh Prather
7/
Evylon Beatrice Rauth
English
Quiet minds cannot be perplexed or frightened but go
on in fortune or misfortune at their own private pace
like cock in thunderstorm Robert Louis Stevenson
Lyn Pascd
Kathy Mackih
English
6e MyL.im
eD1 6141AJJ
1Rc1 W6sr
cD4bJ 7E1
MJ
lkJIaki
Art Education
Ii
Ellen Brower
Interior Design
Kathleen Degen
Poiltical Science
KaThleen Shannon Stewart
Biology Psychology Honors Program
want to be scene not herd said wayward young
springbok as it spilt Know your place said the leader
which is together And clubbed the errant back Giving it
the Gesel/schaft John Burns Conform
Judith Elaihe Owens
Interior Design
56
Roberta Teresa Torony
Graphic Design
Merri ynn Bender
Graphic Design
To photograph truthfully and effectively is to see
beneath the surfaces Impression is not enough
Design style technique these too are not enough
Art must reach further than impression or se/f-revelation
Art said Alfred Stieglltz is the affirmation of life And fife
or its eternal evidence is everywhere
Francyne Mary Feder/ci
Interior Design/Fine Arts
ROADTRIPS LaSalle jm.p crew
..
Jefferson Medical j.s Check your Duff ..
Temple d.k baseball The Beacon in the
Night or White Dove Ailce in Wonderland
..
Villanova j.s rugby University of
Pennsylvania Smokey Joes dimple ml
football Phi Kappa Sigma r.a football
Kappa Sigma Egyptian friends friend
oh no Flex Cowgfrls Phillies Welfare
Dimes Annual Beaver Bashes Ocean City
Brown Yale Europe Colorado
..
Florida Boodles j.p.d Hawaii Aloha be
there
Chisflane Maria-Luise Casella
Graphic Design/Honors
Roosters-we always have roosters but like everything
else in life we must discover them Just as Corot
discovered the morning and Renoir discovered llttle girls
Everything must be discovered- this box- piece of
paper You must always leave the door open always
open-and the main thing is never to turn back once you
pass through that door Never to dismay and never to
compromise Roosters have always been seen but
seldom so well as in Americas weather vanes
Pablo Picasso
4Ø1
Anna Elizabeth Miller
Biology
Work now play later
My Dad
Janice Deborah Koppel
Business Administration/Fine Arts
have the simplest of tastes ..
am always satisfied with the besf
Oscar Wilde
Steve 1Zipy Czerwonka
Graphic Design
going crazy- acting wild and obnoxious Ambitions to
maintain personal satisfaction to maintain status in the
Zippy Club
Lance Adam Bard
Business Administration
How often you have sailed in my dreams
And now you come in my awakening which is my
deeper dream
Kahill Gibran from The Prophet
Mary Melihda DeBoer
Psychology/Special Education
Roberta Lynn Helzner
Psychology/Special Education
_7-_
Chris/ihe Pdmer
Art
Rivers belong where they can ramble
Eagles belong where they can fly
Ive got to be where my spirit can run free
Gotta find my corner of the sky
PATIICIA 5I1eA
3APhIC D5I3N
BU5Il155 ADMIIII5TRATIOII
setter think awhile
Or may never think again
If this were the last day of your life my friend
Tell me what do you think you would do then
5tand up to the blow that fate has struck upon you
Make the most of all you still have coming to you or
Lay down on the ground and let tears run from you
Crying to the grass and trees and heaven finally on your knees
Let me live again let life come find me wanting
5pring must strike again against the shield of winter
Let me feel once more the arms of love surround me
Telling me the dangers past need not feel the icy blast again
3N5l5
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Barbara Ann Toross
Chemistry
Look To This Day
Yesterday is already dream
and tomorrow is only vision
but today well ilved makes
every yesterday dream of
happiness and every tomorrow
vision of hope
Pamela Veshnock
Psychobiology
Remember This also and be well
persuaded of its truth
the future is not in the hands
of Fate but in ours
-J.Jusserand
LINIA HAWKS GRAPHICS
some people say lifes like
merry-go-round
think itmore like
ferris wheel
sometimes you just dont
know what to feel
cause sometimes youre up
sometimes youre down
just when you think youve
got the game figured out
and you say youve had enough
the mysteriousmadman with
lus baixion the lever
dont seemto never ever want
toletyouoff
todd rundgren
TINA DAVIS ENGLISH

Yde Smith
Chemistry/Biology/History
CHILDRSNS HOSPITAL
DL YALE SJLITX
Pediatric PhyRician
the Peeve
Beaver
NOT VALID FOR ONOD DRUGS
Free Nedical Care for
your Children
Yale Seith
P11 120.1 110 4/71
Lhda Maftucci
Chemistry
Not enjoyment and not sorrow
Is our destined end or way
But to act that each tomorrow
Find us farther than today
Longfellow
66
-S
Molly Ethel Smallwood
Psychology
What you do today will determine what you will be doing
tomorrow Live today knowing tomorrow will come
Small wood
Beth Ann Saslow
Biology
\_z
Lisa Kerrigan
Sociology
Georgia Lacas
Mathematics Business Admihistration
Memories of the way we were For everything must
change Although we may part special place in our
hearts for one another shall forever remain
One dream becomes real One thousand dreams
become possible Ive only just begun to five learn love
Un sueno ilega ser real Mil suenos son posibles
Acabo de empezar de vivir aprender amar Un reve
devient vrai MiNe reves devienent possibles Je ne fais
que de commencer de vivre aprende aimer
Theres nothing like success while succeeding did it My
way
Carol Lynn Hhes
Spanish French
Mark Keith Steward
Biology
Pamela Kanh Downs
Theatre Arts English
if you can imagine if you can achieve it if you can dream
if you can become it William Arthur Ward
Joan Freedman
Elementary Education
70
David Haris Rubihsteih
Art-Science
cloud does not know why it moves injust such direction
and at such speed It feels an impulsion that is the
place to go now But the sky knows the reasons and the
patterns behind all clouds and you will know too when you
lift yourself high enough to see beyond horizons
Susan Bay/es Cdkins
Sociology
71
Debora Ann Erigle
History
Gary Ford Braufman
Bushess Administration
72
Stephen Hdpern
Biology
Tracy Lee Cosentiho
Mathematics Computer Science
Eld Al- Yacoubi
Mathematics
Susan Teresa Farnell
Interior Design
74
Nancy Ka/bat-McNuff
Busihess Admihistration
Lhda Pendrak
Graphic Design
ii
Nancy Irene DeFranco
Chemistry
Mary ee Johnson
Sociology
-4br
76
Clake Cohen Ba/ban
Fine Arts
David Steward
Mathematics Computer Science
--__-
SENIORS NOT PICTURED
Richard Appleton
Laura Lee Behm
Trudy Ann Berkowitz
Nancy Lynn Bianchini
Janet Callahan
Jayne Ann Clarke
Susan Lucille Cocco
Shirley Pearson Goldsmith
Barbara Ann Gross
Lone Gyrath
Jack Harton
Laura Evelyn Hitchcock
Charles Asoka Jangohari
Thomas John Jordan
Sherri Lynn Kasloff
Francis Joseph McClosky
Susan McCormick
Pares Ma//is
Bernadette Marchetti
Rosemary Massaro
Elizabeth Anne Monta/vo
Andrea Tobi Rainer
Lynn Rosner
Jill Smith
Mindy Tarquini
Karen Denise Waiters
Lu/a Wheeler
Deborah Renee Wormley
Deborah Genter Zo/ot
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To the Editor
Boyer Hall but when the
plans of the new computer
system were being formulated
which included the installment
of the computer in Boyer the
textbook store was moved to
Heinz Hall Mrs Canaan
stated that when the store
moved to Heinz the
bookstore staff knew this
location would be temporary
6uiibed
was shocked to receive the last issue of the Beavei
which contained front page account in news story fo
fight on campus was not so shocked that there was
Fights occur between people from kindergarten to gi
school and beyond Unfortunate to be avoide
discouraged but hardly front page
What did disturb me was the te of the prerogativ By Laura
reporter to present on outrageously one-sided case for While
under the guise of factual news story In society anrying to
campus that avoid censorship there is heavy responsibnove
reporters to use their position fairly This means that ptooms
diatribes and support of friends or pot sh at enemies
be confined to by-lined columns which are clearly und
to be opinion rather than fact partisan particçant
an unlikely chaoice to write an objective news St
Talent Abounds In
Faculty Art
.ierr flUU3r
Stepping inside the Atwood
Art Gallery immediately
found myself surrounded by
creatures the likes never
before witnessed Then to get buried perpetrated
remembered it was Halloween labor of work in Heinz
and my intrigue turned from ker who wast does notoethe costumed participants to with still life as Night butthe art work on display at pe displayed water
might be
annual Beaver Faculty co dealing in still life hand
Exhibition
bj
paper intoMy first encounter rt ibited vessel and covered
Department hair box Dennis Kuronen showed
Davis revealed off his talents at graphic
adorned in design The exhibition also
robe and hol included weavings by
leopard and
Business Dept Adds
it teenager
1s lyricist but
ided that he
become
ician However due
rigue for taxes Wilen
that accounting was
grL.ite from
rooklyn Collt Wilen
ceived his Masters Degree
from the Baruch School in
Manhattan He boasts CPA
certification in both New Jer
sey and Pennsylvania Wilens
experience includes businesses
such as Leidlesdorf Co
at Coopers Lybrand Laven
thtI l-lirwith and also
effective leader also see the
whole conference as
unifying activity Hopefully
everyone will realize that
there are basic universal
problems common to every
club and by working together
we can solve these problems
The whole morning was
th rupr tc Mr Ruh
Winterim Program
Faculty Serves
Students Pig-out
Hy .Jim Kahn Beaver Alumnus
in General Psychology
This scene friends is hardly one
manufactured by the crazed tinges
of your Imagination On the evening
of December 14 the Beaver Facult3
intends to wait upon our starving
student bodies supplying us with
whatever delicious whim our in
nards crave within the galactic
ijmit nf rh
Its and this up his earlier charges by ever set toot on tflu campus
trigger the calling West man who John West denied all of tI
broods and blows things out charges made by Ms Post ar
4ancy Post of proportion Matterson Mr Matterson never sa
....
.In Accounting LrofessorTextbook Store Finds
___
Ifloundering and desperately in family in Cherry Hill N.J He
ess Iloirne In Dilivorthneed of assistance This year likes to play tennis althoughone additional full-time he
.iuick to add Im not
By Judy York
recent move of the
us textbook store has
ed in mass confusion
several Beaver
its including the seniors
are veteran textbook
consumers Mrs Ann
Ian the bookstore
ger explained during an
iew to the Beaver News
easons hehniI
Dr
its for
Im teacl
who st
nester
the
professor has been hired and
gs are looking
the storeroom was remodeled erence is ac
to become the new and cher Sheldon
permanent textbook store
The new location is much
more convenient Mrs
Canaan said She added the
new store can hold all of the
books for all of the courses
and it can be managed much in
better since it is so close to the ne
regular bookstore The
ire bookstore staff expects
new location to not only by
ye the staff but also the jt th
Jents in more competent
nner
Leaders Meet
adership Training
to
dorm
group
met to
fhotivate the
tiody As one
of Student
avers
and we get ch
our problems ai
get reacquainted
After lunc
informative film
Effective Uses
Authority Beav
Arnold of the
S_LI__A
Exhib
1U111 ILYtUCU wo paper
utilizing ed me Ia Zg Lewis
program atMauro showeff his
designed toprints and
th month of
he found
Is It Boom Or Bust
flOt to stick with their major
The Winterini program
allows for alot of freedom
said Stewart adding that
flexibility is key
characteristic Ive been
amazed at the worthwhile
projects Ive seen continued
cpm.rt However he
otherwise empty
addition DiGiorgio fe
the dining hall shouhj
three meals day
college is to be open
length of time Howe
realizes that econol
its next to impossible
DiG iorgio reconimei
ng shaving
ing water
leal West
Beaver Beefs Up
Education Department
you start ure This
and you cation The fashionable
ent and tie shell Room of Itie Beaver
md ats real ng Hallme An enticingly chillylives If God
ing in mid-December
iad been fire
sually is there any other
night it would you are reclining in your
wer for lot of cushioned seat anticipating
dorm rrivl of your slid ink
William James Hal Stewart Ginny Blaisdell
Treasurer Registrar Assistant to the Registrar
Ellen Landau
Secretaries Assistant to the Dean
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Mary Alice Achet Gale DlGiorgio Edwards Townsley
Coordinator of Residence Life Director of Student Affairs Dean of Admissions
Charles Lower
Lois Roemmele
Director of Career Services and
Admissions Staff Director of Rnancial Aid Cooperative Education
83
Beverly McCrae
Assistant to the Treasurer
Robert Williams
Controller
Business Office Secretaries
Frances Lewis
Director of Publlc Relations
Caroline Bartlett
Director of College Relations
John West Tony Giampietro Jack Kennedy
Maintenance Director Audio-Visual Coordinator Maintenance Supervisor
Russell Mc Whinney Clarence Fore and Edna Story
Director of Library Librarians Post Office
84
Nick LaSorsa
Dining Service Manager
Benjamin Tate Jeff Mullineaux and Marge Ward
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Dr Dorothy Haupt Mrs Marjorie Holler
Alumnae Deputy Director
F/NE ARTS
-A
MR JACK DAVIS
CHAIRMAN MS ZINA GOLDSMITH
MR RONALD KALLA MRS ANN WILLIAMS MR ROBERT MAURO
03

FOREIGN BUSINESS
LANGUA GE ADMNSTRA TION
MRS AN/TA UDELL
CHAIRMAN
MRS HELENE COHAN
MRS ANDREE BROUDO
DR WILL/AM BIGGS
CHAIRMAN
POLl Sc
DR FRANK SCHWARTZ
CHAIRMAN
H/STORY MUSIC
CHAIRMAN CHAIRMAN CHAIRMAN
MA THEMA TICS
DR KENNETH MATTHEWS DR WILLIAM FRABIZIO
MR LLOYD ABERNATHY
DR CHARLES MOULTON
DR EDWARD WOLFF
89

DR ELAINE MA/MON DR PATRICK HAZARD MS LINDA DETRA
CHAIRMAN
RELIGION PHILOSOPHY PHVS/CAL
EDUCA T/ON
DR CHARLES HALL DR FINBARR OCONNOR
CHAIRMAN CHAIRMAN
91
EDUCATION
DR ADELINE GOMBERG MRS RENEE MAGID DR PATRICIA GUMP
DR STEVEN GULKUS DR PHYLLIS NEWCOMER

PSYCHOLOG
DR MARY ANNE
LAYDEN
DR BERNARD MAUSNER
CHAIRMAN
DR WILLIAM CARR DR SAMUEL CAMERON
DR BARBARA NOD/NE DR THERESA SPIEGEL DR RICHARD EVANS
CHEMIS TR
PHYSICS SOCIOLOGY
DR ARTHUR BREYER DR STEPHEN HUBER DR NORMAN JOHNSTON
CHAIRMAN CHAIRMAN
MR CRAIG CULBERT DR CHESTER MIKULSKI MR MARK CURCHACK
II
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Stiteler Chapel Opens
What is now StUeler Memorial
Presbyterian Chapel was once the
hayloft of the barn on the William
Welsh Harrison estate Once the
Harrison estate became the
property of Beaver College
the
hayloft was converted into chapel
seating 788 In January of this ear
reconstruction was begun on the
chapel with the final product being
completed toward the end of the
summer
This renovation including
removal of the stage new floor
400 new seats and all new
ment was made possble
gifts secured by Pr
Gates
$100 000
$114.000
the PresL
from the
Stiteler
The final gift
sound and
Invasion
By Mike Kirby
No it isnt the title of one of those abandon
grade science fiction flicks Its Currently the dorm is in state of
very real panic that has the students terror Students can be seen running
of Dilworth Hall literally climbing frantically for their lives throwing
the walls If youve recently had the themselves into scalding showers
un-controllable urge to scratch itch trying to burn the little bugge
or scream you might be one of those away Upon realizing the futility
poor unfortunates stricken with that their actions students
make
irritating and somewhat em- line to the Health
barrassing infestation known as prescriptions for
pubic lice more commonly referred available This is
to by degenerates and low-lifes as is applied to the hai
crabs body which upon
Crabs those nasty little mutations the crab families tc
that nest in your hair under your fear of their lives
arms and in your private parts too Other precautionary
Theyre easily transmitted through have been with
physical contact and if not treated degrees of su One sti
There has been lot of
speculation on behalf of
Beaver Students in regard to
the location and construction
of Beavers new parking lot
John West director of
physical plant has
that there will be
parking lots this year
parking is not pai
schools original
all matters
construction aster
matters concerning then
struction ot parking lots must
go through the township
The new parking lot will in-
dude the hockey field The
township is concerned about
the lack of water drainage
which will result from the
rpmnval of greens and shrub-
discos or beer-related
functions in the Chat Parties
where wine is served may be
permitted Said LaSorsa
After the first party here
they had cigarette burns all
Cheryl Baisden
Lawson who was employed to
renovate and upgrade the existing
space She created the design of
Stiteler from the building code
requirements for exiting the
buildings original configuration
and the pre-designated use of the
chapel The Chapel will serve the
college church and area ci
munitieS by bringing man
entertainment to tI
Although
flh
oor le student boycott
College Chat is
begin today and
kil 400 tomorrow
safety standards Murphy Hall hadThe boycott idea
to be fire-proofed throughout the
college did this itself Fire doorsm
recent Senate
were re-ordered since regular doors
which debate
were originally purchased There on how to
were of course the usual problemst the desire for
of dealing with an old building butovation most
everything was resolved by the end The te is
of the summer \I
Stiteler ha
nd
i..
rn few
ccasi p1
the Chat
$23000
for new
tables
increasec
improved
Beaver
Manager
along with
up the Clad
boycott
approach
anything
emphaticall
today and
tomorrow
the tune
of the Body Lice
ting an
ron
.t di
\o
Fantasies Of
apdthe toy
ls that
nthc befoi
the
..
the onset of the
.onths construction of
will be delayed until
pul the Chat
he refurbishing process
interim included
hich took place over
West feels that parking isnt
tr4gh cleaning of the Chat
..
fresh coat of paint and the
KEG STOLEN
FROM DINING HALL

Ac44
K/S TL ER Tyra Draper Sharon McLeod Silky Sylvia
Gardner Debbie Wright Karen Smith Carla Mackey
Cindy Burgess Cheri Lockett Chris Stepenaskie
Christi Hard/n Gloria Byers Benita Foster Crystal
Davis Lisa Baker Denise DeNault Lisa Poor
Cheryl Chamberlin Sandra Mark Jill Cammisa Alison
Heller Jenni Walker Dania Williams 0/na Williams
Monique Johnson Joyce Lea Bonnie Stevenson Ka
jet Washington Christine Block Abby Burns Jo Anne
Tozzi Kathy Hartmann Mary Anderson Dierdre
Moore Bert Torony
104
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HEINZ HALL First Row Mary Ti/I Caroline Zarou Karen Lewis Amy Moore Valyrie Moore Jenean Greene
Theresa Hickey Auvida Henley Second Row Walter Wheatley Denetta Burnett Pat Andreola Haleh Nih Shin
Ito Benham Sarafpour P.J Davis Jacqui Eisenhower Third Row Katie Mariani Chris Block Leslie Sanok Bridget
Foley Rose Craig Siavash Bahrampour Sara Hoener
Lo
seqoiqLuAJOPOdJAJObIIpe15uudSllJJOQo5eippeopoqeidwo/Auojeuoe/euoy/AUOI
JO/Aol5JOJtl1UWllOpUflCSO/stJ/qqoJ4IJJOHUOWMO9uAoiojouodssiii5uieiqqes.PUo7PJOMOH
znlouuoaWflpOfOUUOQS/OOJQUMOQ/ewwl/ueII3seupogOJflO7L/flO103O/AOJuosuqore//eyc44.IUDW
-p/osqpeoqneQeoqssoq/4sOAuojosonoj-opieouo.icjjjoiojjOPU/7ueoHLe6p/J9yspiodeuL/dDQ
8uegejoioeu.que/DflAUONAiietzrje/nyiuiooivojsAqAiDSUUVAieAe.j/eO.IeNS.1PU07
PJOMOHe/eoapOJ9UOWU/L/DpU/7uowe/oeuoi5ioiuOwUed5PJOeeqop/0uA7.H.LIOM7IQ
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I-
RESIDENT DIRECTORS 1st Row Charles Moeller 2nd Row Mary Alice Achtet 3rd Row Judy Levin Keith
Petrosky Eileen Moeller

VARSITY SOCCER Rrst Row Joe Cavuto Paul Posner Randy Stuart Andy Burdan Co-Captain Second Row
Rich Willie Eric Yanez Co-Captain Tony Cost//ho Khaled Bouchamaoui Makram Sincjda Siavash Bahrampour
Third Row Rafael Rios Keith Bossed Kelly Ewing Lance Bard Tony Giampietro Jeff Hollerman Brad Doele
Coach Jim Gibson
112

114
The Beaver College Equestrian Team under the
guidance of coach Judy Stephens of Timber Edge
Farm Horsham Pa. the 1980- 198 show season This
years Team includes group ofnew riders as well as
last year veterans The entire Team looks forward to
adding more honors to those it has already won
Sitting P.J Davis Betsy Bancroft Laura Bartner Cheri
Lockeft Standing Linda Pendrak Kim Dickie Bonnie
Stevenson Allison Walker Susan Hennis Feilcia Lisa
Poor Karen Sturgeon Andrea Graham Maryellen
Stewart Anne Greacen


WOMENS VARSITY BASKETBALL
Left to right- First Row Christine Block Jill Cammisa Chawee wan Ponlakon Michele Petroski
Second Row- Cynthia Jiles Theresa Petosa Julie Cheng Viola Wililams
117
WOMENS VARSITY TENNIS Kerry Jampolis Jan Beer Mika Mizobe Meg
Moyer Gayle Assetto
MENS VARSITY TENNIS Steven Saboisky Lance Baral Gerald Huggins
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Cape Hatteras North
Carolina
received \outhgrant from NEH to
study the U.S Lifesaving Service
on Hatteras Island Joseph Viscomi
arranged traveling exhibit entitled
The Drama in Romantic Childs
Eye through Youthgrant from
NEH
The Youthgrants in the
Humanities Program support
humanities projects that are
developed and conducted by young
pnnIA V.nt Zflfll
ThE BEAVER NEWS
By Mite Kirby
In heated election last
Wednesday evening Bobbie
NORML News
Beaver College NORML
held its second successful
Open House/Meeting on
Thursday night October
Discussed were upcoming
social activities such as the
Makooch Band Party to be
held on Saturday October 18
1980 This event is co
sponsored by SPB
Educational topics discussed
included the 1980 elections
the candidates and their stand
on the issue of marjuana and
the use of marijuana in the
field of medicine Everyone
warmed up on hot cocoa and
marshmallows and doughnuts
were enjoyed by all
Also NORML will be
showing three films on
Thursday night November
in Murphy Hall The flicks in-
dude Buster Keaton 1922
Charlie Chaplin 1925 and
W.C Fields 1930 In ad-
dition Beaver College
NORML t-shirts are on sale
conditions they must relan in
clear way to the humanities the
must have specific purpose
carefully designed scope designed
plan of work an identifiable end
product and high promise of
helping individuals develop their
critical faculties and their un
derstanding of humanistic
knowledge the young people must
carry the major responsibility for
the ventures initiation develop-
mont ntl avpruitinfl
Art History major is the first
non-English major to ever
serve as editor-in-chief of The
Beaver News She has served
this year
reporter fi
immed late
the staff
The Soi
Advance me
Administrati
its first mee
schedule
current scho
SABA
several gui
lecture on
aspects Firs
Mr Gerald
discuss Sa
Yourself Si
Product The
and wine and
served
Mr Richard
scheduled to
Restaurant
however nod
For any fr
majors
having
on your campus he
and for the dedication
interest of thefaeuIn tha
Departmen
well as fot
terest and
By Bruce Silverstein
Six months ago it was said
that they didnt have prayer
their pitching was considered
to be weak and their offense
wasnt supposed to be much
better Well on Sunday night
in Houston they brought the
World series to Philadelphia
and the Phillies now have the
opportunity to bring
Philadelphia its first baseball
championship since the
Philadelphia Athletics left
town
The last time that the
Phillies were in the World
rs was 1950 when they
selected
in an
mb
preliminar
The Philac
year teaff
rotessio
League
scorer and
College
Team
WCAU
former 76e
As fresl
the Beave
Ba sketba
scoring anc
grad uatc
classes be left to SGO
Two ad hoc committes were
formed One deals with The
Beaver News policy the
others with the possible
renovation of the Chat
The meeting adjourned at
600 Th nert meetinQ is
lost to the New York
Yankees games to none
The only other time they were
in the Series was 1915 when
Grover Cleveleand Alexan
der won what was to be the
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well-Seedd ideas held in Edison New Jersey
The majority of November 22-25 Mary Ann
awards for individual pr was selected for the
under $2500 hut grantS 1Philadclphia squad during
projects may rang up to
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after approximately
information brochure
five weekends of Saturday and
\outhgrants Iii the thu Sunday practicesi. Philadelphia emerged
April 1980 victorious in the four day
The Beaver News Elects
New Editor-In-Chief
added with smile and
make everyone forget Mike
Kirby
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tournament ith Phila
deiphias first team winning all
the games they played and
Mary Anns Phila IV team
winning their final game 2-I
over Colorado Mary Ann is
graduate of Girls High
where she led her team to
eaoiu HwI Ck..
By Bruce Silverstein
majority of senators
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meeting hel.d Tuesday
October Keith Bon
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meeting to order tn
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windows Why would
As the 1980-81 academic
not use that valuable
year begins to take shape
and ow front space to
the students settle into their
case catchy new
new schedules there is still an
that could earn the
important phase
of student
wner an extra couple of
activity which has not yet
of-
But when he died saw
fitltv hecun The Beaver flow from faces of all
such as broadening student
knowledge of S.G.O
ing dormitory main-
improving the Chat
aintaifling high at-
at Senate meetings
always room for fur-
provement
had no definite plans
year stating What
done will denend upon
was successful in many
equipii
ditto machit
Reading Days and ti..
crowding in campus residence
halls
The most important tactor
in making this year suc
cessful Dock stated is good
communication This in-
cludes assigning constituentS

The thle tic Association underwent
some major changes this year It
changed from club to student/fa
culty committee This was done so to
afford Andys Randys Lances and
Bretts soccer cleats Tracys and Su
zies hockey shin quards Jan and Car
olynn tennis balls Lens and Bernards
basketball warm-ups Nancys lacrosse
stick and the Athletic Banquet for the
rest of the Varsity Sports Athletes
ATHLE77C ASSOCIATION
1st row Kerry Jampolis Meg Moyer Mary Ann Rita/data Lisa Ely
Andrea Graham Mike Mizobe Jan Beer 2nd row Jill Cammisa Chris
tine Block Theresa Petosa Chawee wan Ponlakon Julie Cheng 3rd
row Lance Baral Gayle Assetto Steve Sabo/sy Gerald Huggins Mi
chele Petroski
Steering committee .. The un
known Black Room
..
Tues
Blanche Staton
..
Lets go Disco no
sneaker creatures.. Dress is fashion
able
..
Particioation is hey .. re
member the gold stars Freedom
Black History Month .. Fashion
Show
.. Gospelrama semiformal
in castle dinner out
..
Buttons
sweat shirts T-shirts
ASSOCIA77ON OF BEAVER BLACKS
1st Row Mark Steward Carolyn Williams Debbie Hampton Dierdre
Moore Sharon Mc Lead Monique Johnson Kathleen Weeks 2nd Row
Heddie Williams Tyra Draper Valyrie Moore Lisa Sharpe Crystal Danis
Gloria Byers Clara Pugh- Senior Representative 3rd Row Karen Wal
ton Andrea Henry Rosa/md Smith Cheryl Holder- Freshmen Represen
tative Sylvia Gardner Kajet Washington Debbie Wright- Secretary
/Treasurer 4th Row Cynthia Jiles Terrance Moore- Junior Represen
tative Michelle Johnson Jenean Greene Miriam Selby
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Special Educators do it Exception-
ally
Sitting- Roberta Helzner Vivian Grade Standing- Mary DeBoer Mary
Anderson Martha Karron Jeanne Stewart
BEAVER ASSOCIATiON OF FINE ARTS
1st row- Neica He/key secretary Ellen Greenspan Karen Fish Presi
dent 2nd row-Donna Ferguson Mara LitinTreasurer Karen Muller
Bell Donovan 3rd row-Cathy Hi// Maggie Gab Bonnie HayesAd
viser Holly Burdick Kim Dickie Patty Mayer
BEAVER ASSOCIATiON OF SPECIAL
EDUCA liON

The Beaver College Jewish Student
Union started the year off on happy
note The refusnick eighteen year old
Ler Genin whom they were sponsor
ing was able to leave Moscow
An Israeli Cafe completed with Is
raeli music dance and falafel was the
first campus wide event of the year It
was quickly followed by dance co
sponsored with Drexel For Hanukah
dinner and an informal service were
held Other events of the year includ
ed deli dinners asedar and Israeli films
BEAVER COLLEGE JEWISH STUDENT
UNION
Sitting- Leslie BeckhoffTreasurer Harriet CorenPresident Harriet
Shapiro Vice-President Sharyn Paige Secret ary Standing- Karen Al-
pert Pam Veshnock Marcie Shore Wendy Appelbaum Marilyn Gal
kib Ruth Heller
BEAVER INTERNA77ONAL CLUB
Sitting- Tina Davis Alison Heller Sunhee Byun Kyoko Oshima Sue
Yang Standing- Maryellen Stewart Mary Anderson Lynold McGhee
Ms Helene Cohan Makram Sinada Sandra Mark
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CONTINUING EDUCATION
çi IcT.I
Row Carmeia Hoke Joan Abramson Row Barbara Chamberlain Linda
Soilt Peggy Fischer Inge Karo
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KAPPA DELTA PHI
Standing Mary DeBoer Lisa Broad Shu Schull Vice
pres Roberta Helzner Missing Wendy Willans Pres
Joan Belber Freedman Tres. Chris Shaffer Sec
OU77NG CLUB
First Row- Kathleen Feeney Martha Karron Kathy Weber Bridget Foley Sara Hoener
Anne Greacen Davis Robert Gizynski Second Row- Virginia Burns Jeanne Stewart
Carolyn Bowman Harriet Robbins Caroline Zarou Merri Bender Lorraine Heston Brian
Kealy Third Row- Andrew Burdan Joe Schliefer Tony Giampietro Debbie Kling Donna
Lutz Sandy Cuban Robin Thomas Linda Chinman Jackie Eisenhower Fourth Row-
Merton Me/rose Minter Ill Daphne Parrish Carol Seng Phyllis Dawalt Carolyn Knipp Chris
Tagmire Denise Roberts Karen Muller Fifth Row- Tom Alsfeld Gerry
Lefkowitz Martin
Kelly Lois Trebing Thomas Druito Kerry Jampolis Randy Stuart Arie Cohen Ron Orn
douif David Eatough
129




THE BEA VER LOG 198
SPECIAL THANKS to Gale DiGiorgio and Phyllis more phone calls and
Tom Williams more deadlines for all the help and support THANKS to The
College vile Independent Stewart editor and Dana Zeidler Jennifer
Walker Benny Tate Maggie Gab and The Beaver News past and pre
sent THANKS a/so to Nancy Maguire and Judy Owens left
STAFF
LEFT Steve Czerwonka MIDDLE Janice Koppel Fran Federici Andrea Henry Chris Casella
Merri Bender Mara Litin and Kathy Stewart Right Carol Hughes NOT PICTURED Ellen
Greenspan
FRANCYNE FEDERICI AND KATHLEEN STEWART EDITORS
RESIDENT ASS/S TANTS AND COMMUTER
55/S TANTS
Lynold McGhee Michelle Me Johnson Debbie Wright Terrance
Darcius Moore Karen McHugh Ron Orndorff Bert Torony Christ Har
din Kathy Hartman Carolyn Bowman Margot Donohue Christiane
Casella Jan Leiby Andrew Burdan Holly Burdick Jenni Walker Brett
Martin Oar/a Czyczon Chris Palmer Kathy Mackin Patti Shea Feilcia
Barnes
RESDENCE HALL OUNQL
Sit ting Katie Mariani Cathy Scott Theresa Hickey Standing Jenean
Greene Theresa Fusco Auvida Henley
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The aim of education should be to
convert the mind into flying fountain
and not reservoir That which is filled
by merelypumping in will be emptied
by pumping out
John Mason
Sitting- Christi Hardin Michelle Johnson Standing- Janice Koppel Au
drey Lander Tina Adams
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF
BUS/NESS ADMIN/STRA T/VE
PSI CHI
Front Row- Anita DAmoreJr Pres Mary DeBoerPresident Kathy
StewartSecretary Back Row-Roberta Helzner Carol Ponman Wen
dy Applebaum
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SGO OFfiCERS
Left to Right Michele Dock Pres. Herbert Bally Sec. Tony Giampie
tro Treas Cindy Burgess Vice Pres
SENIOR CLASS OFfiCERS
Left to Right Pam Veshnock V.P. Mindy Heller SEC Tina Adams
TREAS. Barb Toroaa PRES
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Why do bother
WHA classes
Hey learn how to order
Good ol moonshine
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The rain postponsed it for week
but it was indeed happening It
was
WOODSTOCK
Love children Hail Hail
Music munchies beer sun -Fun
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Andy in his last moment of glory
at the third annual Mr Beaver Pa-
gent
Our new Mr Beave Mark MacBeth wearing the royal
crown ready to embark on an exciting year as our
King
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PRESIDENT
DR EDWARD GATES
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DR DAVID GRAY
VICE-PRESIDENT
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